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Abstract

The Lightening Treatments Improve the aesthetic quality of Patients present dyschromias WHO, Achieving pleasant smiles, with

the development of techniques and lightening materials, Minimally invasive procedures are Carried out. In the market there are different possibilities to lighten teeth: such as over-the-counter teeth, as well as lightening gels for the exclusive use of the oral health
professional, ITS mechanism of action OCCURS eleven the Lightening Gel Makes Contact with the tooth Allows it to be carry out the
dental clearance, Obtaining predictable results and biological substrates respect to dental sensitivity if present.
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Introduction

There are three techniques for vital teeth clearance; [1]. Light-

Dental aesthetics has played a significant role for humans be-

ening with OTC (over-the-counter), [9,10]. products without pro-

being efficient therapeutic procedure teeth having intrinsic and

and brushes as well as toothpastes. It is indicated to use twice

cause it is believed that the clear teeth are representative of health,

beauty and youth. Currently, the dental bleaching is recognized as

extrinsic discolorations both [1,2]. is considered a biologically safe
treatment when a protocol is followed, besides that there is scien-

tific evidence that supports them [3]. Developing dental clearance
has a number of advantages compared to less conservative aesthet-

ic alternatives mutilating increasing, the rise in the population by
this cosmetic procedure.

The public asks clearer pleasant smiles, teeth, recovering with

this cosmetic procedure greater self-esteem translating this in
a communication skill interactive [4,5]. Clarifying Before starting therapy is necessary to carry out the diagnosis by evaluating

the patient's oral health (free caries, defective restorations, leaks,
cracks, periodontal disease and gingival recession etc) if there are

some doubts you will need to clear it before starting clearance. Hi-

gienico is essential to know the dietary habits of the patient, lightening agents available and their mechanism of action to suit the

fessional supervision which have increased in popularity in recent

years, available in strips clearance, prefabricated guards, liquids
daily for two weeks. However, it is the obligation of professional

oral health counseling patients about potential harmful effects and
warn them. [2]. The technique at home; It has the following advantages administration by the patient, less time in the dental chair,

high security, low cost. carbamide peroxide is used in different

concentrations (10%, 15% and 22%) must be monitored by the
treating dentist and the patient must cooperate in the treatment

to achieve predictable aesthetic results. However, this technique

has drawbacks, since compliance by the patient is required is why

the technique has a high dropout rate, the color change depends
solely patient.

Eleven 3. The clearance technique in office; It is performed by

the professional who takes full control of the art from start to finish as high concentrations of hydrogen peroxide (H2O2) ranging

needs of each patient.

from 30 to 38% [12,13]. Mechanism of action are used; peroxides

clearance was documented by Trauman in the year 1848 [6] using

weight penetrate the enamel and dentin substrates to carry the

The technique of dental clearance is not current, the first dental

chloride to apply to a devitalized tooth vital teeth clearance was
documented in the year of 1868. [7] for the year 1910 clearance
recommended in vital teeth with hydrogen peroxide associated

with a heat source. Van Haygood and Herald Heymann [8] spread
the technique of "Night dental clearance" published in March 1989

by the International Quintessence magazine loaded with guards using carbamide peroxide brightening revolutionizing this process.

are highly unstable and when in contact with the tooth surface,
dissociate in water and free radicals latter by their low molecular
lightening effect due to the ability to oxidize chromophores causing the pigmentación [14].

The technique requires the practitioner to remain alert

throughout the clarifier and process that may have adjacent gingival effects such as irritation, ulceration, tooth sensitivity. Should be

carefully isolate the patient's soft tissues and carry out the use of
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gloves, goggles, the team must wear sleeve for long robes manage-

4.

Clinical Case Report

5.

ment brightener gel.

A female patient 26, dental care request presented as main

complaint the color had his teeth, the patient requests a clarifying
treatment that does not require long treatment.

Before starting treatment clinical medical history it was made

not reporting significant systemic involvement and pregnancy

medical supervision which was denied. a detailed study of their
eating habits (food and beverage) consumption frequency, if you

have tooth sensitivity was performed. In the anamnesis he denied
a dental clearance have been done before, so I was asked about
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same expectations about the clarifier treatment. A clinical inspec-
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with hydrogen peroxide 35% was explained the advantages and
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tion conditions contraindicating not lightener procedure are observed, it was proposed to the patient lightener office treatment
disadvantages of the art.

Materials and Technical
To use this technique rinsing gel (Clariant Angelus® Office 35%,

Angelus® Brazil). He prophylaxis with pumice was performed on

the two dental arches. Subsequently the soft tissues of the patient

and placing the gingival barrier polimeri zándola the time indicat-

ed by the manufacturer protected. Mixed (30 times) the brightener

syringes aforementioned gel until a uniform color. was applied on

the facial surface of the maxillary anterior teeth having a thickness
of 2 mm, after 15 minutes the gel was removed, the technique was

repeated in the lower teeth the same time as in the previous upper
15 minutes. After completing the two sessions without clearance
sensitivity report, the results are obvious, thus meeting the aesthetic expectations of the patient.

Conclusions

The clearance technique in office using brightener based gel

hydrogen peroxide (35% Clariant Angelus Office, Angelus ) sat®
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isfactory results were obtained carrying out systematic biological
respect besides not cause tooth sensitivity.
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